OmniTurn Automation
Automation has become an important tool to be used to survive in today’s difﬁcult market.
The OmniTurn system has been designed with automation in mind.
Automation can be easy or a nightmare. There are so many issues that must to be taken into account or they can get
out of hand if you don’t have the prior experience.
- Qualify length from a dimension off the part. This can be from the front
- Concentricity
- Chips
- Orientation
- Change over time for similar parts
- Part consistency
- Cost
- Cycle time
- Finished part unloading
- Work holding
- Fault resets and automation
- Vibratory bowl interface
- Documentation for operator use, setup, and troubleshooting
Schematics and spare parts lists

3 second Load/unload
Held on the OD, drilled 14
holes, bored the ID, Qualiﬁed the overall length

6 second Load/unload
Held on the OD, Finished the
radius on the face.
$3,500

6 second Load/unload
Very simple track loader.
Simple to build and setup
$3500

5 second Load/unload
Universal pick and place that can
be changed over in minutes
$10,500

3 second Load/unload
10 second Load/unload
8 second Load/unload
Held on the OD, Turn, Bore, Drill, One of a family of parts, load and Thin sheet metal stamping.
Ramp Broach, Deburr.
unload without damaging ﬁnish Work holding was an issue.
$6,000
10 minute change over, $16,000
$5,500

2.5 second Load/unload
Turn radius on end, cross drill
Dedicated loader from bowl
$5,500

6 second Load/unload
Simple track loader, adjustable
and universal
$3,500

8 second Load/unload
3 second Load/unload
3.5 second Load/unload
4 second Load/unload
End work on shafts,
Universal pick and place that can On C axis machine, load off cen- Loader for family of parts, fast
OmniZip with hopper holds
be changed over in minutes
ter, drill and tap one hole,
load time, simple change overs.
1000 parts.
$9,500
drill other.
$8,500
$7500
$8,500

Bar fed by OmniZip
Extruded stock loaded by
rear end loader, 3 second
cycle time per part
$7500

6 second Load/unload
5,000 part run, OD thread only.
Built loader in 2 days for almost
off the shelf delivery
$4,500

OmniTurn’s versatile OmniZip loader. A great universal rear
end loader as well as a fast short bar feeder. This is an off the
shelf product for almost immediate delivery.

6.5 second Load/unload
Family of parts done with simple
loader. Change over time is only
5 minutes.
$3,500

6 second Load/unload
Unloading was critical. They
could not touch one another.
$7,500

Custom built loaders to suit all needs. Speed,
universality, reliability, simplicity. Let us quote
on your automation needs.

6 second Load/unload
Unloaded carefully, no
marks on ﬁnished face
$4,500

12 second Load/
Load/Unload
Both sides of part was
machined.
$16,000

8 second Load/Unload
Held on ID, turned entire
OD. .0003” total all over.
$8,000

Pick and place loaders are the simplest style
we offer. An in feed track and pick up pin or cup
on the tooling plate. There are many variations
on this style of loader, give us a call.

Visit our website to see most of these loaders in action.
www.omni-turn.com
Give us a call for help with automation. We can help
you design a system that you will build, or OmniTurn
can deliver a turnkey system
High volume, dedicated application:
First off, what do we mean by “High Volume”? We take it to mean any job that will run longer
than 6 months without having to change the setup. Notice that we look at the length of the run,
not the number of parts. Automation of this type should be considered to be replacing operator
costs and increase production rates. The cost of implementing a dedicated loader usually takes
the 6 months to offset an operator’s salary and overhead charge. Loaders that will be dedicated
to one job do not need to be Convertible. This leave us to play with speed and price. Dedicated
loaders can be simple to design and implement since they are built around doing only one job.
Usually load times are around the 3 seconds. However there are cases where we have been
down around 1.2 seconds.

Pick and place for delicate parts

To “Bowl” or “not to Bowl”? Is this a question?
Most customers assume that a bowl is required for long running production automation.
OmniTurn wonders how often the bowl is really needed? We ﬁnd in many applications having
an operator once in a while ﬁll an in feed track is more cost efﬁcient. You could make argue that
automation is implemented to remove operator intervention. However there are still reasons to
keep an operator near the setup: Tool life, tolerance maintenance, part outﬂow safeguarding,
chip removal, etc. While the operator is maintaining the other issues of the work cell, they could
ﬁll the in feed track. If the track holds at 30 minutes of parts, it still frees the operator for other
duties and still load a number of automated OmniTurns. After a job has been up and running for
a while it is a better time to determine if the purchase of a bowl is justiﬁed. If your automation is
designed to work with a bowl, then the addition of it at a later date is simple!

Similar part automation:
There are many instances where part family production is critical to making a product economically. Here we have a case where automation will be needed for a long time, but must be
convertible enough to handle variations in the blank part. This could be variations in lengths,
diameters, shapes, etc. If the parts all maintain some basic characteristics it is possible to build
automation that can be changed over quickly. Here the 3rd item to be left out could be either the
speed or price. In come cases we can build systems that are convertible and fast at a higher
price. Or one that is convertible and less expensive but not as fast. The deﬁning issue is usually
the lot size and how often the loader will have to be changed over.

Simple track loader with in feed bin

Simple automation:
Here the issues are usually price and delivery. Many jobs will have to be in production and running within a week or two. So speed of getting the loader up and running is important. The other
issue is price. In many cases the job will only be on the shop ﬂoor for a few weeks or less. This
does not warrant spending thousands and taking weeks of a tool maker’s time. Here OmniTurn
has come up with simple loader ideas and implemented them many times over the years very
successfully. With the simple type we are happy to help you build your own, or build a turnkey
for you. The most important thought to remember that there is such a thing as SIMPLE automation. A few hours of tinkering can save hundreds of hours of operator’s costs.

High volumn production - FAST

Very simple table mounted system
OmniTurn (631) 694-9400 www.omni-turn.com
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(541) 332-7004 www.omniturn.com

